
Digital Citizenship:  Etiquette 

 

Turn Down the Dial on Cyberbullying and Online Cruelty & Taking Perspectives on 

Cyberbullying & Becoming a Web Celeb & Risky Online Relationships Grades 9-12 

 

Essential Question: 

What factors intensify cyberbullying and online cruelty, and what can you do to lessen 

them? How does online cruelty affect the people involved? What does it mean to become an 

Internet celebrity? How can you tell when an online relationship is risky?  

 

 

Lesson Overview 

Students learn that cruelty can escalate quickly online because people are often anonymous 

and posts spread quickly.  Students learn about the dynamics of online cruelty and how it 

affects all of the people involved.  Students reflect on the possibilities and perils of an 

online world in which anyone can become a celebrity overnight. Students first talk about 

common impressions of “stranger danger.” 

 

 

Learning Objectives 

Students will be able to ... 

• reflect on the factors that intensify online cruelty and cyberbullying. 

• identify what targets and upstanders can do when online cruelty occurs. 

• recognize their own role in escalating or de-escalating online cruelty. 

• articulate why it’s important to consider the perspectives of others in online/offline   

communities. 

• consider the motivations and feelings of all the parties involved in an incident of online 

cruelty. 

• draw conclusions about how they should respond when someone is the target of online 

cruelty. 

• evaluate the benefits and drawbacks of becoming an online celebrity, using case studies to 

frame and support their arguments. 

• identify the different kinds of criticism that men and women receive as they gain public 

attention, and how this reflects broader gender roles. 

• discuss the impact that negative comments can have on both their targets and their 

viewers. 

• compare and contrast stereotypes and realities when it comes to Internet “stranger 

danger.” 



• learn guidelines for determining safe online relationships, especially with strangers or 

casual acquaintances. 

• brainstorm ways to help teens avoid risky online behavior. 

 

Estimated time: 60 minutes 

 

Common Core Standards Alignment  

grades 9-10: RI.1, RI.2, RI.3, RI.4, RI.8, RI.10, W.2a, W.2b, W.2c, W.2d, W.2e, W.2f, W.4, W.5, 

W.6, W.7, W.8, W.10, SL.1a, SL.1b, SL.1c, SL.1d, SL.3, SL.5, L.4a, L.6 

grades 11-12: RL.1, RL.2, RL.4, RL.7, RL.8, RL.10, RI.1, RI.2, RI.4, RI.10, W.2a, W.2b, W.2c, 

W.2d, W.2e, W.2f, W.4, W.5, W.6, W.7, W.8, W.9, W.10, SL.1a, SL.1b, SL.1c, SL.1d, SL.2, SL.3, 

SL.5, L.4a, L.6 

NETS-S  1a, 1d, 2a, 2d, 3b, 3d, 4a, 4b, 4d, 5a, 5b 

 

 

Key Vocabulary 

• target: a person who is the object of an intentional action 

• offender: a person who has malicious intent to hurt or damage someone 

• bystander: a person who does nothing when they witness something happening 

• upstander: a person who supports and stands up for someone else 

• escalate: to increase or make more intense 

• de-escalate: to decrease or make less intense 

• perspective: the view or outlook of someone, based on their thoughts, feelings, 

experiences, and background 

• internet meme: an idea – whether a phrase, expression, image, or video – that gains 

widespread recognition online 

• viral: the rapid spread of information, particularly online   

• gender roles: a set of rules and expectations that govern how both men and women, as 

well as boys and girls, are supposed to look and act 

• online predator: a commonly used term for someone who uses the Internet to develop 

inappropriate relationships with kids or teens 

• stereotype: a popular belief about a group of people, based on assumptions that are often 

false 

• risky: potentially harmful to one’s emotional or physical well-being 

• manipulate: trying to influence somebody to do something they might not otherwise do, 

for one’s own benefit 

Note: Research suggests that lessons on Internet safety should not shy away from honest 

conversations about teen risk-taking, relationships, and sexuality. As such, this lesson deals 

with issues that may be difficult for both teachers and students to discuss openly. Please 

refer to the Communicating Safely Online Teacher Backgrounder (High School) for 

extra information on the content of this lesson, as well as tips for teaching sensitive topics. 



Materials and Preparation 

• Preview the videos, “Ricardo’s Story – Making Fun of Others Online” 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S_egO-JzADk  and “Stacey’s Story – When 

Rumors Escalate,” http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9MA3mZB4TN8  and 

prepare to show them to students. 

• Copy the Dial It Down Student Handout, one for each student. 

• Review the Dial It Down Student Handout – Teacher Version. 

• Review the Gender and Digital Life Teacher Backgrounder (High School) 

•  Preview the Dude Perfect™ website, along with the YouTube video, “Dude Perfect™ | 

Backyard Edition | Our 1st Video!” 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PD6eQY7yCfw&feature=plcp  

•  Preview the video, “Rebecca Black Video Case Study” and prepare to show it to 

students http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ti1mDWEvq1s  

• Copy the Don’t Be a Hater Student Handout, one for each student 

• Review the Don’t Be a Hater Student Handout — Teacher Version 

• Read the Risky Online Relationships Teacher Backgrounder. 

• Review the Sheyna’s Situation Student Handout — Teacher Version. 

• Copy Sheyna’s Situation Student Handout, one for each student. 

 

 

Three Session Lesson: 

Session 1 

EXPLAIN to students that online cruelty, also referred to as cyberbullying, takes place 

whenever someone uses digital media tools such as the Internet and cell phones to 

deliberately upset or harass someone else, often repeatedly. 

SHOW students the video, “Ricardo’s Story – Making Fun of Others Online.” 

ASK: Do you think Ricardo is a cyberbully? Why or why not? 

Guide students to recognize that Ricardo probably is a cyberbully because he openly 

criticizes people online. On the other hand, we do not know how mean his comments were, 

and if he might change his behavior in the future. 

ASK: What does Ricardo mean when he says that information “gets around really quick”? 

Guide students to think about how information generally travels faster and reaches more 

people on the Internet than offline, and that this fact potentially makes the impact harsher. 



ASK: Ricardo thinks that harassing others on Internet, rather than in person, appeals to some 

teenagers because they can’t be attacked back physically. What do you think? 

Guide students to think about how people may cyberbully online because they do not have 

to face their target and can “hide” behind their computers. On the other hand, conflicts that 

start online often go offline at some point. 

ASK: Have you ever encountered online cruelty? How do you think someone might feel after 

being the target of it? 

Sample responses: 

• Upset 

• Alone 

• Trapped 

• Hurt 

• Angry 

DEFINE the Key Vocabulary words target and offender. 

DISCUSS with students how the targets of online cruelty may feel they can be bombarded 

with negative comments at anytime, anywhere. And when more offenders join in the online 

cruelty, the situation gets even worse. 

DEFINE the Key Vocabulary term perspective. Explain to students that in any situation, 

the people involved generally hold different perspectives, which influence the way they feel 

about the situation and how they react to it. Students may be familiar with the alternate 

term point of view, which is often used in relation to literature. 

ASK: Have you ever had a conversation with someone when you had a different point of view? 

What happened? How did you feel? 

Students might note that they may not have realized someone had a different point of view 

or felt differently about something. Or that hearing a different point of view from another 

person might be uncomfortable, as we like people to have the same opinions as us. But it 

could help them understand the other person’s perspective better than before, which can 

strengthen the relationship or their understanding of the situation. 

ASK: Why is it important to understand someone else’s perspective? 

Understanding someone else’s perspective can help us understand how others feel, help us 

have empathy for them, and help clear up misunderstandings. 



EXPLAIN to students that they will be viewing some video clips that show how different 

characters react or think about an incident of online cruelty (cyberbullying). 

Watch Stacey’s Story (15 minutes)  

DEFINE the Key Vocabulary terms escalate, de-escalate, bystander, and upstander. 

SHOW the video, “Stacey’s Story – When Rumors Escalate,” and answer the following 

questions about online cruelty as a class. 

ASK: Who was involved in the story and what roles did they play? Who was the target? Who 

were the offenders? Were there bystanders and/or upstanders? 

Sample responses: 

• Target: Stacey, whose intentions are misunderstood and who feels beaten down by being 

picked on offline and online 

• Offenders: The girl who misunderstood Stacey’s intent, as well as her friends who led the 

cruel online behavior 

• Bystanders: All of the people who might have stepped in but did not, including Stacey’s 

cousin and others at school or online 

• Upstander: Stacey’s mom, who empathized with Stacey and encouraged her to seek help 

from the school 

ASK: How do you think the online cruelty might be different from offline behavior? 

As Stacey says, most of the comments were made anonymously and from “miles away.” 

Students should recognize that it may be easier for offenders to be cruel when they are not 

face to face with their target. Students should also understand that it is easy for online 

cruelty to spread quickly, both because of the technology and because of the herd 

mentality. 

ASK: What do you think you might have done if you were Stacey? What could you have done if 

you wanted to be an upstander in this situation? 

Invite student responses, and then guide students through the chart that follows. 

DISCUSS the following ways that targets and upstanders can help de-escalate online 

cruelty. 

TARGETS 

• Ignore and block the bully. Offenders often want attention. Take it away and they may 

give up. 



• Save the evidence. You may need it later for documentation. 

• Change your privacy settings. Allow only people you trust to see or comment on your 

pages. 

• Tell trusted friends and adults. Create a support network. 

UPSTANDERS 

• Stand up to the offender when appropriate. If you see something negative, say 

something. Make it clear that you think online cruelty is wrong, and tell the offender to 

back off. (It may be easier to do this if you have good standing with the offender.) 

• Point out the bully’s motivation to the target. Comfort the target by explaining that 

many offenders act cruelly just to gain control, power, or status. 

• Help the target advocate. Help the target find friends and school leaders who can help de-

escalate the situation. It’s easier to stand up to cruelty when you are not alone. 

ASK: Have you or a friend ever experienced a situation similar to Stacey’s? How might the 

strategies in the chart have helped you in that situation? 

Have students apply what they have learned to personal experiences, without using real 

names. 

ASK: What prevent a bystander from taking action? What advice would you give someone to 

convince them to be upstanding? 

Bystanders may hesitate to get involved in a cyberbullying situation because they don’t 

want to become targets themselves. Encourage students to put themselves in a target’s 

shoes. What would it feel like if nobody wanted to help them out when they needed it 

most? Remind students that they can show support in many ways, even simply by listening 

to a target about his or her experience. 

Create “Dial It Down” Maps (20 minutes)  

EXPLAIN to students that they are going to map out two stories. One will show how online 

cruelty escalated in “Stacey’s Story.” The other will show how it might have de-escalated if 

Stacey had some upstanders on her side. 

DISTRIBUTE the Dial It Down Student Handout, one for each student. 

ARRANGE students in pairs. Have one student complete the left-hand column of the 

handout for Stacey’s Story to show how the situation escalated. Have the other one fill in 

the Turn Down the Dial on Cyberbullying version of her story to show how the situation 

could have been de-escalated. 



INSTRUCT students to turn their handouts into maps, using elements such as size and 

color to indicate escalation and de-escalation, and arrows to show the flow of events. 

INVITE students to compare their results with their partners. Then have volunteers share 

their maps with the class. 

DISCUSS some or all of the following questions with the class, using them to spark a larger 

conversation about online cruelty and its consequences. You also can have students discuss 

in groups. 

ASK: Are actions in an online community (like the slurs on a website) different than actions 

taken offline (like the notes left on locker at the school)? Why, or why not? 

Help students discuss the differences between online and offline cruelty. Online actions can 

spread easily, can be seen by large audiences, are persistent, and hard to control. The target 

can feel more powerless than if the situation is a face-to-face encounter or confined to 

school. 

ASK: How are anonymous actions – like posting on a website or leaving a note – different 

from things done face-to-face? 

You may have to define the word "anonymous" as “without any name or identifying 

information.” Students should discuss how anonymity makes people act in ways they 

wouldn’t in person. People can hide behind anonymity. Participants in an a situation of 

online cruelty may act differently if they put themselves in the shoes of the target and take 

the target’s perspective about how they would be affected. 

ASK: Imagine you were a bystander at school, watching a situation unfold. What do you think 

you would have done? Do bystanders have a responsibility to do anything? 

Discuss with students their responsibilities as digital citizens. Students should be aware 

that even when they are not directly involved in incidents of online cruelty, they play a role 

and are accountable for their actions. Most often, they will face a choice between becoming 

upstanders or remaining bystanders. Encourage students to explain how the choice they 

make can affect the situation as a whole. 

BRAINSTORM with the class ways they can be upstanders when it comes to online cruelty. 

Write answers on the board. 

ASK: How can upstanders help those who face online cruelty? How can they help defuse online 

cruelty before it escalates? 

Students should be aware of the following tips: 



• De-escalate when possible. If you have good standing with the offender and are 

comfortable, politely tell the offender to back off. 

• Point out the offender’s motivation to the target. Comfort the target by explaining that 

many offenders act this way in order to gain control, power, or status. 

• Tell the target you’re there for them. Just by offering a helping hand, you let a target 

know he or she is not alone and that you’re not okay with what’s happening. 

• Help the target. Help the target find friends and school leaders who can help de-escalate 

the situation. 

Note: If a student says that an upstander should retaliate, be violent or hateful, or use 

online cruelty towards the offender, explain why this is not a good solution. It can escalate 

the situation and make it worse. 

 

Session 2 

ASK: What does it take to become famous online?  

Consider writing students’ responses on the board. You may wish to discuss the following 

factors associated with becoming famous: talent, looks, timing, luck, strategy, visibility, 

networking, advertising. 

ASK: Do you think the factors for Internet fame are different for men than they are for 

women? Guide students to build their own set of criteria and definitions. Encourage them to 

recognize that men and women might be judged differently online, just as they are in the 

offline world.) 

TELL students that, as a class, you are going to explore the experience of becoming a “Web 

celeb.” You are also going to explore whether men and women experience attention, fame, 

and criticism differently. 

DEFINE the Key Vocabulary terms Internet meme and viral. 

ASK students to raise their hands if they have ever heard of Dude Perfect™. Invite students 

to describe the group to the rest of the class. (Dude Perfect™ is a group of guys who became 

famous through YouTube for their backyard basketball trick shots. After being featured in a 

local news story, their YouTube channel went viral and soon gained national recognition. 

The guys are now sponsored by GMC and the NBA, have their own online merchandise and 

iPhone game, and even published a book about their journey to fame.) 



SHOW students “Dude Perfect™ | Backyard Edition | Our 1st Video!” to give them a sense of 

the group. 

SHOW students Dude Perfect™’s website, specifically their page “Goals." This page 

illustrates many of the upsides of Dude Perfect™’s rise to fame. 

DISCUSS with students the benefits of being able to share one’s talents and passions online 

and have them seen by others. Ask students to provide examples of “Web celebs” or even 

lesser known people who have inspired them online (bloggers, vloggers, etc.). Use this as a 

springboard for discussing the appeal of receiving widespread attention online. 

INVITE students to share their own experiences creating and posting videos online. What 

made them post the video? Who did they imagine would see the video? Did the video 

receive comments or feedback? If so, were they positive or negative and how did the 

comments make them feel? 

ASK students what the word “manipulate” means to them. 

DEFINE the Key Vocabulary term manipulate, drawing connections to student responses if 

possible. 

ASK: Why might it be tricky for people to recognize when they are being manipulated, 

especially online? 

Some people try to manipulate you by pretending to be your friend, or making you feel 

understood and valued. Manipulation involves telling you things you want to hear, and 

gradually winning your trust before trying to control you. 

ARRANGE students into groups of three or four.  

SHOW students the video, “Rebecca Black Video Case Study.” 

INSTRUCT each group to discuss the following questions, encouraging them to take notes: 

• What are some positive aspects of Rebecca’s road to fame? What are some negative aspects? 

(On the positive side, Rebecca’s video gave her the opportunity to express herself and 

showcase her creativity. It also made her famous -- whether or not people truly liked her 

video. On the negative side, Rebecca was heavily teased and bullied for her video. Many 

people do not take her singing career seriously.)  

• To what extent did the backlash that Rebecca experienced have anything to do with gender? If 

so, how? (Students may be quick to defend Rebecca’s critics, finding fault in the way she 

looks, sings, and acts. But encourage students to also analyze Rebecca’s experience from a 



broader perspective. What kinds of expectations do we place on girls, especially those in 

the spotlight? Are there double standards for things like apprearance, body image, and 

talent?)  

INVITE students to share their reactions to the "Rebecca Black Video Case Study," as well 

as their answers to the reflection questions you posed.   

DISTRIBUTE the Don’t Be a Hater Student Handout. 

INSTRUCT students to work in their groups to complete the activity on the handout. Allow 

about five minutes for them to do so.  

HAVE students share their responses to the matching game on the handout. Refer to the 

Don’t Be a Hater Student Handout — Teacher Version for the correct answers.  

READ aloud the YouTube comments that were directed at Rebecca Black and Karmin. 

ASK: Do you feel that people make comments to bring down women online? If so, in what 

ways? What are some common trigger words for criticizing women online? 

Guide students to recognize that people commonly criticize or bully women by insulting 

their appearance, weight, and/or sexual appeal. 

READ aloud the YouTube comments that were directed at Justin Bieber, Ryan Hyaga, and 

Fred Figgelhorn.  

ASK: Do you feel that people make comments to bring down men online? If so, in what ways? 

What are some common trigger words for criticizing men online? 

Guide students to recognize that people commonly criticize or bully men by challenging 

their masculinity or sexuality. These kinds of comments also devalue women, because 

calling a man a “girl” is meant to carry a negative connotation. 

DEFINE the Key Vocabulary term gender roles. 

DISCUSS how criticism and hate speech directed at people online can reveal broader social 

attitudes about gender roles. Men and women arguably face different pressures to look and 

act certain ways — especially in the public eye. 

ENCOURAGE students to discuss who is affected by negative online comments. Guide 

students to recognize that these comments can have an impact on everyone who reads 

them, not just on their targets. Have them reflect on how these negative comments might 

reinforce narrow ideas about how girls and guys are supposed to look and act — and can 



even make readers feel bad about themselves. Such comments can also discourage others 

— especially girls — from showcasing their interests or talents online. For this reason, 

students may want to consider whether negative comments are a form of online bullying. 

 

Session 3 

INTRODUCE the idea that the Internet thrives because people want to share with, learn 

from, and respond to others online. Point out that there are many different types of online 

interactions between people who don’t know each other in an offline setting. These 

interactions are sometimes positive, and at other times they can make us feel 

uncomfortable. 

ASK: What are some examples of positive interactions between strangers online? 

Sample responses: 

• Selling your own products or possessions online 

• Responding to internship or job opportunities online 

• Leaving comments on other people’s blogs, even if you don’t know them personally 

• Playing games or interacting in virtual worlds with people you don’t know offline 

ASK: What are some examples of uncomfortable interactions between strangers online? 

Sample responses: 

• Dealing with awkward friend requests from people you don’t know well 

• Receiving mean or creepy comments from strangers 

• Getting spam or junk mail 

• Seeing IMs from unknown screennames 

POINT OUT that there are many different kinds of online encounters with strangers that 

may make us feel uncomfortable. Some are harmless and easy to laugh off or forget about. 

Other encounters might affect us, or our friends, more seriously. 

EXPLAIN that people often use the term “online predator” to describe one of the most 

serious kinds of situations with a stranger online. 

DEFINE the Key Vocabulary term online predator. Encourage students to break down the 

term into its parts and think about the meaning of each word. (A predator is an animal that 

hunts and eats other animals; therefore an online predator would be someone who uses 

the Internet to lure and trap others into dangerous situations.) 



EXPLAIN that many people worry about online predators, but their impressions do not 

always match up with reality. This is because news stories tend to cover the most extreme 

predator cases. They also often present these cases in ways that make people fearful of 

specific stereotypes. 

DEFINE the Key Vocabulary term stereotype. 

ASK: What are some common stereotypes of online predators? 

Sample responses: 

• Online predators are creepy old men. 

• They are interested in sexual things with little kids. 

• They pretend to be kids online and convince other kids to do things that they don’t want to 

do. 

• They try to gain kids’ trust and lure them offline to kidnap them. 

SHARE the following facts that debunk the online predator stereotype: 

1. Teens are more likely to receive requests to talk about sexual things online from other 

teens or from young adults (ages 18 to 25) than they are from older adults. 

2. The small percentage of adults that does seek out relationships with teens online are 

usually up-front about their age, and about their sexual interests. 

3. Teens who develop an ongoing online connection with someone they don’t know, or who 

are willing to talk about sexual things online, are more likely to find themselves in a risky 

online relationship. 

4. Risky online relationships don’t always involve total strangers; sometimes they involve 

people teens have initially met offline. 

ASK students if any of these facts surprise them, given what they have heard about online 

predators. 

DEFINE the Key Vocabulary term risky, and have volunteers suggest what the word might 

mean in this context.(Guide students to consider how flirty conversations online may seem 

exciting or flattering, but that they also have the potential to be upsetting or feel abusive. 

They should know that people may in fact say or do things online that they would not in 

person. Students should also know that they may feel used, uncomfortable, or violated 

while chatting with people online – whether it’s with someone their own age or older.) 

ENCOURAGE students to discuss how focusing on the online predator stereotype might 

make it harder to recognize other forms of risky online relationships. (Given that news 



stories emphasize that kids should beware of older adults who might try to take advantage 

of them, teens may think nothing of chatting with someone closer to their age – especially if 

that person is charming and flattering. In fact, it is important for teens to know that people 

closer to their age are more likely to coax them into uncomfortable situations online, or ask 

them to talk about inappropriate things.) 

EXPLAIN to students that they are going to read and analyze a story about a teen’s risky 

online relationship. This story will challenge them to think beyond online predator 

stereotypes. They should pay attention to how the relationship develops, and be on the 

lookout for anything that seems like manipulation. 

DIVIDE students into pairs or groups of three. 

DISTRIBUTE the Sheyna’s Situation Student Handout, one for each student. Give 

students 10 minutes to read the story and answer the questions on the handout in their 

groups. 

INVITE groups to take turns sharing their answers to the questions on the handout. (Refer 

to the Sheyna’s Situation Student Handout – Teacher Version for sample answers.) 

Have all groups share their answers to the final question, which is about what advice they 

would give to Sheyna if they were her friend. 

ASK: Based on our answers to these questions, we’ve pointed out that this relationship is 

risky. Why does it matter? What’s at stake for Sheyna? What about Nick? 

Encourage students to think about the emotional and legal issues that may arise when 

younger people develop romantic, or sexual, relationships online with older people, or even 

with people their own age. In this case, Sheyna may eventually feel embarrassed, upset, or 

used. Also, Nick - a young adult - is sending sexually explicit message to a 14-year-old. This 

is illegal in most states. 

HAVE students expand their advice to Sheyna into a general set of principles for teens to 

follow in avoiding risky online relationships. You may want to write these tips on the 

board, or project them for students to see. Be sure to include the following points: 

• Change it up. If something feels like it might be getting risky, it probably is. But if you’re 

not sure, try changing the subject, making a joke, or saying you want to talk about 

something else. If you still feel pressured by or uncomfortable with the situation, you need 

to take further action. 

• Log off or quit. You need to remember that at any time you can just stop typing and log off 

if a conversation gets uncomfortable online. You can also take action to block or report 



another user, or create a new account – whether for email, IM, or a virtual world – to avoid 

contact with that person again. 

• Know that it’s okay to feel embarrassed or confused. It’s not always easy to make sense 

of situations that make you uncomfortable online. Nor is it easy to ask for help if you feel 

embarrassed about what you’ve experienced. These feelings are normal, and it’s okay to 

talk about them. 

• Talk to a friend or trusted adult. Don’t be afraid to reach out. Even if you feel you can 

handle a tricky situation alone, it’s always a good idea to turn to friends, parents, teachers, 

coaches, and counselors for support. 

 

Closing  

Wrap Up  

You can use these questions to assess your students’ understanding of the lesson 

objectives. You may want to ask students to reflect in writing on one of the questions, using 

a journal or an online blog/wiki. 

Session 1 Closing:   

ASK: What are some roles that different people play in cyberbullying situations, and how 

would you describe each one? 

Sample responses: 

• Target: The object of the online cruelty 

• Offender: The person who tries to hurt or harass the target 

• Bystander: A person who does nothing when they see something happening 

• Upstander: A person who supports and stands up for someone else 

ASK: What are some ways that online cruelty and cyberbullying can escalate, or intensify? 

Sample responses: 

• When multiple people become involved in the cruelty or bullying 

• When the online cruelty becomes public, through posts, tagging, and comments 

• When people start sending threats 

ASK: Why is it important to be an upstander rather than a bystander? 

Students should understand that bystanders are effectively allowing the target to be hurt 



and degraded by others; upstanders take whatever action they can to stop this 

unacceptable behavior. 

ASK: What should you think about before you post anything about another person online, in 

an instant message, text, or any other kind of digital message? 

Students should recognize the importance of considering other people’s perspectives, 

respecting other people’s feelings, and possible outcomes of their actions. 

ASK: Someone posts a picture of your friend with some nasty comments, and other kids make 

fun of him or her. What would a bystander do in this situation? What would an upstander do? 

What would you do? 

Students should understand that they are responsible for their actions as members of an 

online community, and that they can make the important decision to be an upstander 

rather than a bystander. 

Session 2 Closing: 

ASK: How has the Internet changed the way we think about, and experience, fame? Are there 

upsides to becoming famous online? Are there downsides?  

On the positive side, the Internet allows us to discover and support talented people who 

may never have had the opportunity to become known otherwise. On the negative side, 

videos can become viral through ridicule and mockery. The Internet provides a public 

platform for critics and “haters” to rag on people they don’t like. 

ASK: Do you feel that people bring down, or criticize, women online? How about men?  

Women are often critiqued more for their weight, appearance, and sexual attractiveness 

than men. When people criticize or try to intimidate men, they commonly challenge their 

masculinity or sexuality. 

ASK: How might negative online comments affect people who read them? Do you think they 

can reinforce certain gender roles? 

For example, when girls see other girls being criticized online for their weight, appearance, 

sexual attractiveness, behavior, etc., it may make them feel self-conscious or negative about 

their own appearance or abilities. The same can be true for guys. 

Session 3 Closing: 

ASK: Why is the term “online predator” misleading? What is the reality when it comes to risky 

online relationships? 

Students should be aware of the stereotype that there are creepy older men lurking on the 



Internet, looking for kids. These kinds of online predators do exist, but they are not that 

common. Teens themselves and young adults are more likely than older adults to ask teens 

about sexual things online. Also, the small percentage of adults that are actually interested 

in developing relationships with teens online are usually upfront about their age and about 

their inappropriate intentions. 

ASK: How can you avoid getting involved in risky online relationships? 

Students should be wary of any online relationship with strangers or acquaintances who 

are older than they are. They should avoid flirting online with people they don’t know face 

to face – whether it’s a joke or whether it’s serious – and be aware of people trying to 

manipulate them. If anything makes them feel uncomfortable, they should take action to 

stop it. They should also tell a trusted adult if they or their friends are in danger. 
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